July 28, 2014

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Timothy Hladky, dba Landmark Painting, completed two projects for me in the last 2 years and
did an excellent job on both of them. The first project involved my expansive law office building
at 93 Pleasant St., Brunswick, Maine, which is a very old wooden structure that badly needed
repainting. Tim did a meticulous job, and I have been very pleased with the result. The following
summer, Tim repainted my house. Though that project was not nearly as difficult or time
consuming, again I was impressed with Tim’s professionalism and skill. In summary, I highly
recommend Tim Hladky as a skillful, conscientious, courteous and honest painting contractor.
Maurice L.

July 25, 2014

To whom it may concern:
I would highly recommend Tim Hladky's work. Twice he painted the large metal roofs of
our house and barn (in approximately 2003 and in 2012).
He was completely professional in all respects:
1) he outlined clear expectations regarding payment schedule
2) he adjusted to my seasonal business
3) he submitted invoices for material he bought
4) he was unfailingly courteous and dependable in doing the work and cleaning up
Mr. Hladky provided exceptionally high quality work, often going "above and beyond"
the minimum expectations when asked:
1) he prepared the roof, scraping rusting patches
2) he took down a bent weather vane from the barn cupola, found a place to repair it,
and reinstalled it
3) he cleaned unreachable clogged gutters
It was a pleasure to do business with him!
Sincerely, Phyllis T.
Brunswick ME 04011

Letter of Reference – Tim Hladky, Landmark Painting
June 17, 2014
Tim Hladky has done several painting jobs for my company including my two private
residences. Most recently these include:
-Commercial building painting at 111 Centre Street, Bath, Maine
-Commercial building painting at 433 Bath Road, Brunswick, Maine
For both jobs, Tim’s total work was very professional. He properly researched the right paint
solution to ensure the job lasted. He also properly prepared the sites and took all necessary
precautions to ensure there was no over spray on any of the surrounding property or vehicles.
I would recommend Tim highly.
Regards,

Craig R. B.
President

